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WELCOME

Welcome to Leadership 360, a program designed to transform emerging changemakers in South Florida into informed and impassioned ambassadors for nonprofit work as well as the Hope for Haiti organization.
This program is broken up into quarterly modules, with each one focusing on a
different core area of Hope for Haiti's work, as well as a professional development
topic. Modules will feature expert speakers and will provide exclusive opportunities
for program participants to interact with leaders in the field.
We're looking for passionate young professionals or students in the South Florida
area who have the time and dedication to embark on this journey. If you have the
ambition to join us, I invite you to read through these pages and submit an
application.

Module One:
"How to Raise Your First $100!"
Module Two:
Haiti
"Using Sports to Fundraise"
Module Three:
Education
"Best Practices in Education"
Module Four:
Healthcare
"How to Build & Foster Partnerships"
Module Five:
Water
Media Training & Headshots
Module Six:
Infrastructure
"Building Blocks of a Great Campaign"
Module Seven:
Economy
"So You Want to Serve on a Board"
Module Eight:
Trip to Haiti
Graduation Party & Leadership Panel
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Kick-Off and Orientation
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KICK-OFF
Welcome to Leadership 360! During
Module One, participants become
familiar with each other and with Hope
for Haiti's five core programs. The
program will officially begin with a kickoff party and orientation featuring Hope
for Haiti staff.
Over the following two months, featured
speakers will take the class through an
overview of Hope for Haiti's 30-year
history and speak about the programs.
Professional Development Topic: "How
to raise your first $100!"
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HAITI
Module Two focuses on the history of
Haiti and features an exclusive
roundtable discussion with renowned
Haitian author Edwidge Danticat.
Curriculum will include readings from
Danicat's novel "Krik? Krak!" as well as
Philippe Girard's book "Haiti: The
Tumultuous History - From Pearl of the
Caribbean to Broken Nation."
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EDUCATION
Education is Hope for Haiti's longestrunning program, and we consider it the
keystone to sustainable development.
By supporting, strengthening, and
expanding the resources of existing
schools, we are providing children with
the tools they need to create their own
future. Professional Development Topic:
"Best Practices in Storytelling."

04

HEALTHCARE
Partnerships play a large part in Hope
for Haiti's mission for sustainable
communities, and especially in our
Healthcare Program. Learn about the
history of this program and how we
work with partners during this module.
Professional Development topic: "How
to Build and Foster Partnerships."
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WATER
Hope for Haiti's Water Program began
in 2007 after we noticed several
challenges in our partner communities:
access, quality, and consistency. Many
students in our partner schools had to
walk for hours to access clean water.
This lack of access means many things,
like poor sanitation, higher risk of
illnesses, and for students, time spent
away from attending school and
studying for exams.
Participants also learn fluid tactics in PR
during media training, and have
professional headshots taken.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
In many Haitian communities, there are
huge demands for schools and
community infrastructure improvement
projects. During this module, learn more
about how Hope for Haiti has
addressed these issues in our partner
communities through a discussion with
our Partners and Staff. Professional
Development Focus: "Building Blocks of
a Great Campaign."

07

ECONOMY
In Module Seven, learn how Hope for
Haiti promotes and develops social
businesses in rural communities through
our Economy Program. The Professional
Development Focus, "So You Want to
Serve on a Board?", will feature
speakers from Hope for Haiti's own
Board of Directors.

08

GROWING IDEAS
INTO ACTION
As the Leadership 360 Program comes to a
close, participants learn how to put their ideas
into action by taking their trip to Haiti!
The only other module that has two events, this
module will also feature a graduation party and
leadership panel back in Naples after the trip.
It was also include a presentation of future
opportunities for participants to remain
engaged with Hope for Haiti!
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